
 

This post will have an image of a file called "Pthc Forum Mega Collection 160 N" A mega collection of Pthc forum images has
leaked onto the internet. This is the largest release of images to date, with over 160 different pictures. This post will talk about
what Pthc is, how it became popular, why people like it and its history. It will also talk about the new images which were
released on the Internet.

How Pthc became popular is a common question that is asked. It happened because it brought more of a personal connection
with members from all over the world instead of just from Europe and Japan as it used to be. The reason behind this was that
most people expressed their opinion through Pthc, which resulted in members feeling comfortable posting since they knew what
they were talking about, whether it be an anime or game, people would take it seriously and put in some effort to properly finish
their posts, which made them feel welcomed. Another reason behind its popularity was because posting on IRC really stopped
being fun after the age of 10. As users got older they wanted to express themselves more and not be limited to an IRC channel.
Many people like Risu, Tetsuo and Uchikoshi who were the well-known member of Japan didn't make their posts on IRC;
instead, they made them on Pthc. Having pictures of the two main characters on the Pthc header further added on to its
popularity. Since many people were so accustomed to it, whenever someone would come across Pthc for the first time they
would assume that these pictures are hosted by Pthc, but this wasn't always true. Pthc became popular in the 90's with just a
handful of images being shared across various communities around the world. The forum was started in the early 90's by
Uchikoshi. He was inspired to start it by seeing all the Otaku he knew having their own forums saying that he wanted to have a
place where people from all over the world could talk about their interests. He used images from fansubs and he posted them on
his new forum as a form of promotion. Even though it wasn't very popular at first, Uchikoshi didn't throw out the idea of having
a forum here and there, but rather kept updating his old images and hosting them on his new forum. The image of a
prepubescent anime character became more common on Pthc as time went on. It was first introduced by the fansub group
Urotsuki, which added a photo of an anime character on their forum. Due to its popularity it soon became a staple for any
forum as people began adding photos from their favorite series as well as daily polls to determine what they wanted posted on
the forums. Perhaps one of the most popular shows ever made was Yuuko from the very popular anime-manga "Puella Magi
Madoka Magica". The picture of her from Urotsuki's forum and many other sites is pictured here:
http://www.puellamagimagica....
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